
UNBEATABLE QUALITY
Made with utmost care in our own factory, we assemble every Skycamp 2X 
ourselves and the product is certified to the highest international standards, 
with ISO 9001 (Quality Management) and ISO 14001 (Environmental 
Management) certification. 

The Skycamp 2X’s 1 minute easy setup is a great advantage and allows you 
more time to enjoy and explore the outdoors. We’ve spent years perfecting 
the Skycamp to create a comfy tent that literally anyone can set up.

AERODYNAMIC, DOUBLE-LAYERED HARD SHELL
The hard shell of the Skycamp 2X is made of FRP (fibre-reinforced plastic) 
and has a double layer with built-in air insulation, making it soundproof and 
condensation resistant. Most rooftop tents have a single-layer shell, setting 
it apart from traditional roof top tents’ shells.
 

DURABLE HONEYCOMB ALUMINUM FLOORING
The Skycamp 2X’s floor is made of high-performance honeycomb aluminium 
panels that are lightweight and strong enough to hold a 1.8-ton Jeep 
Wrangler! The flat, insulated aluminium panels will give you a much more 
comfortable night’s rest than the rocky, cold ground.

300GSM POLY-COTTON CANVAS
The Skycamp 2X tent is made of breathable, water-resistant poly-cotton 
canvas. To really keep you dry, it also comes with waterproof zippers and 
a rain fly for extra protection. The problem with most tents is that the thin 
polyester has a vinyl coating, making it less breathable and increasing 
condensation. The Skycamp’s thicker, heavier canvas will keep you dry, 
and it’s also quieter in the wind.

• 1-MINUTE SETUP
• EXPANDABLE 
• FITS ON MOST VEHICLES 
• SLEEPS 2-3 PEOPLE
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SKYCAMP 2X

Skycamp 2X opens to a comfy double size mattress.

5cm Super High Density Memory Foam mattress.

Add more living space to your Skycamp 2X with the optional Annex Room. 
100% waterproof 150D polyester material with 3000 PU (Polyurethane) colour 
coating construction and mosquito netting on all doors makes it perfect for 
picnics in the heat and rain. (Shown with optional extra canopy poles.)



THE WISE CHOICE
There’s a reason why the Skycamp became the most successful tent 
project on Kickstarter, raising $2.3 million and shipping to 46 countries 
within 6 months of starting production.

It took years of hard work, prototypes, testing, failing, re-testing... 
But finally, we did it.  We believe you’ll be as proud of owning your 
Skycamp as we are of creating it.

SKYCAMP 2X SPECIFICATIONS

COLOUR OPTIONS:

Closed: 218 x 138 x 32cm

Open: 218 x 138 x 110cm

Mattress: 130 x 193 x 5cm

Ladder Length: Standard: 230cm

Long: 260cm

XL Add-On: 290cm

Choose ladder length based 
on the height of your roof 
rack/cross bars:

Height up to 211cm: Standard

Height up to 239cm: Long

Height up to 268cm: 
XL Add-On

Gross Weight: 70kg

(Exact weight can vary due to 
the hand-made hard shell)

Tent Weight Limit: 408kg

The weight limit is also 
dependent on your vehicle’s 
roof rack.

Ladder Weight Limit: 150kg

Speed Limit: 110km/h

Roof Rack/Cross Bars 
Load Rating:

75kg

Wind Resistance: 64km/h tested
32km/h Recommended
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Enjoy the easiest and most 
comfortable camping 
experience imaginable with 
the Skycamp 2X rooftop tent.

• 1 Minute Setup: Get out of your car and be ready to camp in 60 seconds.

• MATTRESS: 5cm Double-size mattress sleeps 2 people comfortably.

• Aerodynamic and Lightweight Design: Fits on most vehicles.

• Breathable: Insulating Poly-Cotton Canvas tent fabric.

• Hard Shell Locks: Closing straps have locks to give you peace of mind.

White Rocky Black (Matte Finish)Black

DEALER INFORMATION:

Skycamp 2X with optional Awning.


